
Intergenerational Exchanges in Museum

What are the benefits of intergenerational exchanges among museum patrons? What can be

gained by encouraging patrons from different generations to speak with one another and share

decades-spanning experiences? We are defining “intergenerational exchanges” as dialogue that

emphasizes family stories and how families can both talk among themselves and to other

families about their own unique stories.

Our panelists arrived at the below overarching core strategies and sub-strategies by

brainstorming the various ways they approached developing the foundations for

“intergenerational exchanges” in their museums.
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Storytelling

Visual Storytelling: telling a story told primarily through the use of visual media. The

story may be told using still photography, illustration, or video, and can be enhanced

with graphics, music, voice and other audio.

Object-Based Storytelling: using authentic or everyday objects to tell stories. This can

range from historical “museum” collection objects that convey a materiality of the past

to using puppets or everyday objects.

Tactile Investigation: using feel, touch, and other sensory engagement with objects to

help communicate a message.

Sensory Storytelling: using your imagination and looking at whether all five of the senses

can be used during the storytelling.
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Geography-Specific Storytelling: narrative telling focusing on the core features of

geography — how people interact with the earth, how climate affects land, and how

places relate to each other through the movement of things from one place to another.

Art Making

Family Art Making: giving families both the materials and tools needed to work together

to produce art.

Educator-Led Art Making: facilitating through prompts, guided conversation or

questioning, educators lead the family in art making.

Self-Guided Exploratory Activities: Through prompts, directives and other takeaway

materials, families are given a guided experience to engage with the space.

Play

Educator-to-Parent-Led Play Techniques: techniques role-modeled by an educator for a

parent to implement independently.

Child-Guided Play: Child guides parent through play.

Constructive Play: Children use materials to create or build something.

Dramatic Play: Dramatic play is a form of symbolic play where a child pretends to take on

a role of someone else, imitating actions and speech from earlier observed situations.

When another person becomes involved in the play, it is called sociodramatic play.

Remix! Tips to use while activating the strategies:

● Reinforcing that what a “family” looks like can be wonderfully different.

● Offer suggested language and conversation prompts to help caregivers facilitate

conversation with their children.

● Guide your program with scaffolding Guiding Questions. What is the main point that you

wish to convey?

● Use the “Describe, Analyze, Relate” or “I wonder; what if; let’s try!” framework as

conversation guides.

● Build Big! Generating full immersion built environments that allow families and children

to activate them in numerous ways.

● Using familiar context. Referring back to the families own lives and lived experience to

allow for comparative understanding and offer comforting connections.
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What does an intergenerational exchange in your museum look like?

Is there a program, exhibit or experience in your museum that might benefit from explicitly

centering around intergenerational exchanges?

Name of previously existing experience/new idea, and describe the potential experience:

Pick 1-3 strategies that you could use to achieve an intergenerational conversation:

1.)

2.)

3.)

What does success look like/what do you hope to achieve?
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Brooklyn-based artist Natalia Nakazawa’s Our Stories of Migration project

worksheet.
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